crisis hit California hard. In 2007, more than 84,375 residential properties were foreclosed, and another 254,824 loans went into default.¹ The numbers were equally grim across the rest of the country, with nearly 1 percent of all U.S. households in some stage of foreclosure during that year.² Nearly 10 years later, high foreclosure rates persist. In February 2016 alone, over 8,000 properties were in some stage of the foreclosure process in California.³ Currently, nearly 1 in every 1,700 properties in Los Angeles County is in some state of the foreclosure process, with rates more than double in some areas.⁴

In response to the initial crisis, California took a series of steps to modify the foreclosure laws: first, with a relatively small revision to the Civil Code in 2008, and, second, with a major reform in 2013 known as the Homeowner Bill of Rights (HBOR).⁵ Three years after enactment of the HBOR, foreclosure rates have decreased, and many homeowners have obtained loan modifications and other forms of payment assistance from their lenders.⁶ Yet the HBOR’s creation of a private right of action for borrowers to sue lenders,⁷ including preemptive lawsuits even before foreclosures are finalized, has converted a process that was designed to avoid the legal system into one regularly involving the legal system. California state and federal courts are overwhelmed with loan modification and foreclosure-related litigation. Revisions to the HBOR could reduce litigation while preserving the long-standing goal of making foreclosures relatively quick and inexpensive, and done without judicial intervention.⁸ The background that led to the HBOR is important to understanding the key changes that it has made to California law as well as possible revisions to the HBOR that may be required to improve and streamline the nonjudicial foreclosure process while achieving its goals of encouraging solutions other than foreclosure.

Nonjudicial Foreclosures

The purchase of real property in California most commonly involves borrowing money from a lender.⁹ As part of the purchase transaction, most lenders require that borrowers sign a deed of trust, which enables lenders to take ownership of the real property through a trustee’s sale, in the event that borrowers fail to repay the loan.¹⁰ In California, this process generally occurs outside the judicial system. The nonjudicial foreclosure process, embodied in Civil Code Sections 2924 et seq., has been authorized by statute since 1872.¹¹ Historically, Section 2924 covered “every aspect” of the nonjudicial foreclosure process.¹² Since the rules
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set forth in these statutes are “exhaustive… California appellate courts have refused to read any additional requirements into the non-judicial foreclosure statute.”13

Prior to 2008, the nonjudicial foreclosure process could proceed rather quickly. Once borrowers stopped making loan payments, the first step for lenders was a notice of default and election to sell (NOD).14 Lenders provided the NOD—a publicly recorded document—to borrowers, who had 90 days to “reinstate” the loan by repaying the default amount.15 If, after 90 days, there was no reinstatement, lenders could issue a notice of trustee’s sale (NOTS), which set the date for the proposed sale and notified borrowers of the total amount of money owed.16 The foreclosure sale could proceed as early as 20 days after the issuance of the NOTS if borrowers did not repay the debt.17 In all, the process could last as little as 110 days.18 The expediency of this process served one of the foundational purposes of Section 2924 to “provide a creditor or beneficiary with a quick, inexpensive and efficient remedy against a defaulting debtor.”19 The system was designed to avoid court intervention and to minimize borrower challenges to foreclosures when the default is not disputed.20

In addition, the legal framework for nonjudicial foreclosures was—and is—designed to benefit borrowers by prohibiting lenders from seeking a post-foreclosure deficiency judgment. If at the time of the foreclosure sale a borrower owes $500,000 to the lender but the property sells for only $200,000, the lender is prohibited from subsequently suing the borrower for $300,000.21 This ensures that borrowers are not faced with the threat of owing more money to the lender even after a foreclosure sale. In 2008, the California legislature responded to the foreclosure crisis by enacting Civil Code Section 2923.5.22 Its most notable change was to prohibit lenders from initiating the foreclosure process unless they first contact—or at least attempt to contact—borrowers to assess their financial situation and explore possible alternatives to foreclosure.23 If lenders fail to satisfy Section 2923.5, the statute creates a private right of action for borrowers to obtain a postponement of an impending foreclosure sale to force compliance.24

Despite the enactment of Section 2923.5, foreclosures in California increased. A total of 632,573 California properties were in the foreclosure process in 2009, an increase of nearly 21 percent from 2008.25 In 2010, the number of completed foreclosures represented 44 percent of all home sales. In 2012, over 30 percent of residential properties were underwater (i.e., with mortgage debt exceeding the value of the home), and the serious delinquency rate (90 days or more) was at 7 percent.26 The 7 percent rate was unprecedented, as the rate had never been higher than 1.5 percent in the preceding three decades.27

**HBOR**

In 2012, California took additional steps to try to combat residential foreclosures.28 The most significant legislative step was the enactment of broader revisions to Civil Code Sections 2924 et seq.,29 which became known as the HBOR and were effective January 1, 2013. Attorney General Kamala Harris, who spearheaded the effort to enact it, described it as legislation “designed to protect homeowners from unfair practices by banks and mortgage companies and to help consumers and communities cope with the state’s urgent mortgage and foreclosure crisis.”30 The HBOR’s stated goal was “to ensure that, as part of the nonjudicial foreclosure process, borrowers are considered for, and have a meaningful opportunity to obtain…loan modifications or other alternatives to foreclosure.”31

The HBOR was enacted just months after attorneys general in 49 states, including California, signed the National Mortgage Settlement (NMS) with five of the largest mortgage servicers in the country.32 The HBOR was modeled on the NMS, enacted to ensure that the provisions of the NMS applied to all mortgage servicers doing business in California and that individual borrowers could assert a private right of action against lenders for a violation of the HBOR.33

The HBOR includes a number of key provisions. It requires that lenders provide borrowers with a “single point of contact” who knows the facts of their case, has their paperwork, and can communicate with them about their account status and the results of any application for a loan modification.34 It allows borrowers to sue for injunctive relief to enjoin a pending sale or for monetary damages post-sale, if lenders violate specific statutory provisions.35 Finally, and perhaps most notably, is the prohibition on dual-tracking—the practice of evaluating borrowers for a loan modification while concurrently proceeding with the foreclosure process.36 Dual-tracking can occur by either recording a NOD, NOTS, or actually conducting a sale while the “borrower is seeking a loan modification.”37

The dual-tracking prohibition was the most crucial impetus behind the HBOR.38 To trigger the anti-dual-tracking provision of the HBOR, borrowers must submit a complete loan modification application to lenders.39 If this occurs, lenders cannot proceed with the foreclosure process until review of the application is finished. If lenders deny an application, borrowers have the right to appeal within 30 days, and no foreclosure can proceed during that time.40 If the appeal is subsequently denied, lenders must wait at least 15 days to continue with the foreclosure process.41

The HBOR does not set forth specific deadlines for when borrowers can submit loan modification applications. Borrowers potentially could submit applications up to and including the day of a scheduled foreclosure sale, which would then prohibit the sale from proceeding because it would be considered dual-tracking.42 Notably, the absence of any deadline for submission of a loan modification application contrasts with a deadline in Civil Code Section 2924 for borrowers to reinstate a loan—i.e., cure the amount in default—prior to a scheduled sale. Borrowers must reinstate a loan no less than five business days before a sale, or the sale may proceed.43 Yet, revised Section 2923.6 seems to contain a loophole allowing borrowers to avoid that five-day deadline. It is unclear why the legislature did not adhere to the five-day deadline regarding the submission of loan modification applications. Also unclear is why the legislature did not follow the NMS, which only mandates that applications submitted more than 15 days before a scheduled foreclosure sale be reviewed and sales postponed.44 The absence of any deadline potentially enables borrowers to claim that they submitted an application seconds before a scheduled foreclosure sale, and if the sale is not postponed at the last second (which, as a practical matter, is difficult), to sue for damages under the HBOR.

Moreover, nothing in the HBOR prohibits borrowers from reapplying for a modification immediately following a denial. There is no set number of applications that borrowers can submit, nor is there any minimum waiting time before borrowers can submit new applications. The absence of this restriction is noteworthy because it contrasts with a parallel federal regulation that prohibits lenders from dual-tracking in connection with the first application submitted by borrowers.45 Unlike the HBOR, the federal regulation allows the foreclosure process to proceed if borrowers submit subsequent applications, even following a denial.

In an attempt to prevent borrowers from delaying the foreclosure process by repeatedly submitting new applications immediately following a denial, the legislature enacted Section 2923.6(g) as part of the HBOR. The provision permits servicers to decline to re-review borrowers unless there has been a “material change in the borrower’s financial circumstances.” It provides:

In order to minimize the risk of borrowers submitting multiple applications for first lien loan modifications for the purpose of delay, the mortgage servicer shall not be obligated to evaluate applications from borrowers who have already been evaluated or afforded a fair opportunity to be evaluated for a first lien loan modification prior to January
1. The first step in the nonjudicial foreclosure process is the issuance of a notice of trustee’s sale.  
   True.  
   False.  

2. The Homeowner Bill of Rights (HBOR) creates a private right of action that enables borrowers to sue lenders for statutory violations during the nonjudicial foreclosure process.  
   True.  
   False.  

3. Borrowers can prevent a nonjudicial foreclosure sale from proceeding by reinstating their debt at any time before the sale is scheduled to occur.  
   True.  
   False.  

4. If a lender opts for nonjudicial foreclosure, it cannot also pursue a deficiency judgment against the borrower.  
   True.  
   False.  

5. The HBOR and the Code of Federal Regulations contain identical provisions regarding the timing and number of loan modification applications that could potentially constitute dual-tracking.  
   True.  
   False.  

6. Civil Code Section 2923.5 changed the nonjudicial foreclosure process by requiring lenders to contact (or attempt to contact) borrowers to explore possible alternatives to foreclosure prior to the initiation of the foreclosure process.  
   True.  
   False.  

7. Injunctive relief is not available under Civil Code Section 2923.5.  
   True.  
   False.  

8. The HBOR’s private right of action only arises once a notice of default has been recorded.  
   True.  
   False.  

9. Dual-tracking occurs if a lender reviews a loan modification application and concurrently records a notice of default or notice of trustee’s sale, or actually conducts a sale.  
   True.  
   False.  

10. The HBOR requires that lenders only need to review a loan modification application that is submitted at least 15 days before a scheduled foreclosure sale.  
    True.
If an application does not reveal a material change, the dual-tracking provision does not apply, and lenders can proceed with foreclosure despite the submission of a new loan modification application. Indeed, under the strict language of the statute, lenders need not even review new applications absent a “material change… that [has been] documented.” Yet the statute fails to take into account the practical reality that lenders must first review an application to determine whether a material change has occurred in the first place. The very act of determining whether there has been a material change arguably places the application under review, which qualifies borrowers for the HBOR’s dual-tracking protections. Thus, lenders have to issue formal denials, which allows borrowers to appeal an action that, among others, in turn forces lenders to review the appeal. If borrowers were so inclined, they could be in a perpetual state of review, effectively delaying the foreclosure process for an unlimited amount of time. Thus, the purpose of Section 2923.6(g)—to prevent borrowers from endlessly delaying a foreclosure sale without any basis to be re-reviewed—may be negated by its own language.

Moreover, the statute does not provide a definition for “material change,” leaving lenders to establish their own standards. This predictably has led to significant litigation concerning what the term means, and state and federal courts have grappled with the issue without reaching a consensus. Even a generous review of case law on the subject reveals that what constitutes a material change can vary widely from one court to the next. Courts have reached different outcomes on whether an increase or decrease in income constitutes a material change, and what amount of increase or decrease is required either in absolute terms or as a percentage to constitute a material change. For example, one federal court in California noted that “even if Plaintiff had a 70 percent increase in income,” the lender could have determined that “this change was not sufficiently material to warrant granting Plaintiff a second loan modification.” Another California federal court held that the mere allegation that a borrower was “gaining new employment with a higher income” satisfied a HBOR requirement of establishing a “material change.” Courts have also wrestled with whether elimination of debt, as well as financial contributions from a relative, constitute a material change. One court suggested that when an application had been denied on the basis that the borrower’s gross income was “too high to qualify for a loan modification,” any further increase in income documented in a subsequent application—no matter how large—would not constitute a “material” change under Section 2923.6.

Another issue with the material change requirement is that there is nothing in the HBOR that requires borrowers to demonstrate how or why a change is actually “material,” i.e., how it might affect the outcome of a subsequent review. A borrower may have a significant change in income—for example, a 50 percent increase of the hourly wage, from $10 to $15—but if a prior application was denied because the borrower needed to make an hourly wage of at least $40 to qualify for a modification, the change from $10 to $15 would not be considered material for the purpose of obtaining a modification.

It is also unclear whether the material change requirement is triggered by borrowers’ notifying lenders that their financial circumstances have changed or whether that change has to be affirmatively documented to lenders. Courts have varied widely on exactly what is required for borrowers to document a material change in their financial circumstances. Some courts have required only that borrowers state (orally or in writing) that there has been a change, while other courts have held that the statute requires extensive documentation of the exact nature of the change. For example, one court held that a “verbal overview of plaintiffs’ financial situation” was insufficient to satisfy the requirement that the material change be documented. Similar to the previous court, another court found that a two-page letter that “simply states that borrowers’ financial circumstances have materially changed as their income and expenses have changed since they last submitted an application for foreclosure alternatives” was “barebones [and] bereft of any details or documentation.” On the other hand, one court held that a “statement in the letter regarding… elimination of credit card debt,” without any further explanation or documentation, was sufficient to satisfy the documentation requirement of a material change under the HBOR.

Finally, the HBOR’s interplay with a common tactic used by borrowers—filing for bankruptcy to obtain an automatic stay that prevents foreclosure—frequently does not achieve the desired goal of the HBOR. The HBOR excludes from the definition of “borrower” any person who has a pending bankruptcy case, and only borrowers are afforded HBOR protections. However, once a bankruptcy case ceases, borrowers are no longer excluded from the HBOR’s provisions. Borrowers are free to file for bankruptcy to prevent a foreclosure sale, obtain an automatic stay against foreclosure, allow the bankruptcy case to be-dismissed, and then immediately apply for a loan modification claiming that circumstances have changed in light of the bankruptcy, which would continue the prohibition against dual-tracking pursuant to the HBOR.

Possible Revisions to the HBOR

The HBOR has had both positive and negative impacts. There are some indications that it may be reducing foreclosures and increasing the number of loan modifications offered to borrowers. Through the HBOR and related federal programs, hundreds of thousands of homeowners in California have received significant assistance from lenders through debt forgiveness, loan modifications, or other forms of relief. However, the HBOR has brought with it significant litigation that has pulled resources away from an already understaffed and underfunded court system. The HBOR has altered a policy in place for over a century to keep the judiciary out of the foreclosure process and afford lenders a relatively quick and efficient way to foreclose when borrowers fail to repay their debt, even if minor statutory violations occur that result in no actual prejudice to borrowers. Under these circumstances, revisions to the HBOR might reduce litigation, while ensuring that the goal of finding alternatives to foreclosure are met.

One potential revision would be to limit the number of applications that would invoke the dual-tracking prohibition. A parallel federal regulation that prohibits dual-tracking for the first loan modification application enables borrowers to be reviewed for alternatives to foreclosure while ensuring that the process does not indefinitely extend foreclosure proceedings if an application previously has been denied.

Another possible revision would be to impose a deadline by which applications must be submitted in order to halt the foreclosure process. The HBOR could align itself with long-standing California law that imposes a five-day deadline prior to a foreclosure sale for borrowers to reinstate their loans to avoid foreclosure. The HBOR could be revised to include a provision that applications must be submitted no later than five business days before a scheduled sale in order to invoke the dual-tracking prohibition. Alternatively, it could be revised to follow the NM5 requirement that applications submitted more than 15 days before a scheduled foreclosure sale be reviewed and necessitate postponement of a sale. Either way, this could reduce the number of last-minute applications that are submitted solely to invoke the anti-dual tracking protections of the HBOR but have no realistic
chance of resulting in a modification. Since a foreclosure sale must occur at least 111 days after lenders have notified borrowers of a possible foreclosure sale, there is sufficient time for borrowers to apply before the eve of a scheduled sale.

The HBOR could also be revised to limit the ban on dual-tracking to borrowers who have recently filed for bankruptcy. As it stands now, borrowers who are not in bankruptcy at the time an application is submitted are entitled to full HBOR protections. This exposes the HBOR to abuse by potentially incentivizing borrowers to use bankruptcy as a vehicle to delay foreclosure sales without any real desire to improve their finances, and then rely on the fact of the bankruptcy to claim a material change in their finances. If borrowers file for bankruptcy, that is their opportunity to seek assistance from the lenders regarding their loan payments. Indeed, the very purpose of bankruptcy is to afford borrowers, as debtors, an opportunity to communicate with any creditor, including lenders, to try to arrange an affordable and fair payment plan.66 The HBOR could therefore be revised to exclude from the definition of “borrower” anyone who is currently in bankruptcy or has filed a bankruptcy case within the previous 365 days. Doing so might encourage borrowers to file for bankruptcy only for legitimate reasons, thus discouraging frivolous bankruptcy filings used solely to delay foreclosures.

Finally, the legislature could refine the language in Section 2923.6(g) regarding material change. As it stands, to invoke the anti-dual tracking provision, borrowers must show only that there has been a material change since their prior application in order to obtain a subsequent modification review. An additional requirement could be added to the statute that borrowers must also establish how that material change may actually entitle them to obtain a modification upon a subsequent review. Borrowers would have to tie the material change to the reason for the prior denial. Otherwise, the mere fact that there has been a material change is meaningless unless it could actually impact the outcome on a subsequent application.67 This would ensure that borrowers are afforded a fair opportunity for review but discourages them from reapplying without any real justification for doing so.

In the more than three years since its enactment, the HBOR has been shown to have both positive and negative impacts on the nonjudicial foreclosure process. It remains to be seen whether the legislature will take steps to modify certain provisions to ensure that the needs and goals of both borrowers and lenders are adequately met.

---
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There is a similar requirement in family law: to modify a court order regarding spousal support or custody, the moving party must demonstrate both a “material change in circumstances” as well as how that changes warrants reconsideration of the prior order. In re Marriage of McLoren, 202 Cal. App. 3d 108, 111-112, 114 (1988).
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